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Lilly Farm Fourth Road Design 

Geoff Griffin <geoffg@ggg.to> Thu, Oct 21, 2021 at 12:43 PM
To: "bieniek.kaye@CO.OLMSTED.MN.US" <bieniek.kaye@co.olmsted.mn.us>, Langer Skip
<Langer.skip@co.olmsted.mn.us>
Cc: "gpete1951@aol.com" <gpete1951@aol.com>, Geoff Griffin <geoffg@ggg.to>, "roger@tcpamn.org"
<roger@tcpamn.org>

As we discussed on our September 29th Teams meeting, we would greatly appreciate if Olmsted County Public Works
and the Olmsted SWCD could both review the attached road crossing within the decorah support area and let us know if
you would like to see any design changes.   We would like to point out two items:

 

1. Utilizing drainable base versus compacted engineered fill will not work in most instances as the road will be susceptible
to washouts during storm events.  It works in this location as the road crossing is immediately downstream of a
stormwater pond which stores the peak discharges and releases the water slowly. 

 

2. The existing agricultural road crossing just downstream from the proposed road crossing will be removed concurrent
with the installation of the new road crossing.  The existing road crossing was constructed utilizing densely compacted
engineered fill.  The new design will provide a major improvement in Decorah edge recharge. 

 

After our September 29th call, we asked Steve Lawler to provide a peer design review.  His response is below: 

 

Geoff:

 

 

As requested, I was able to review the proposed road crossing design over the intermittent stream as shown on the Lilly
Farm Forth Grading Plan. 

 

The crossing design proposes to use clean rock aggregate within the channel truncated with drainage tile to
accommodate larger flows.  This design will help to maintain both groundwater discharge and

recharge along the intermittent stream within this section.  This will help to insure there are no impediments to surface
water and groundwater flow at this crossing location.

 

This grading plan also includes the removal of the field crossing located several hundred feet below the proposed
crossing.  The field crossing consists of earthen construction material which likely restricts groundwater and surface water
recharge at this section of the stream channel. Removal of this crossing and use of construction materials conducive for
 groundwater recharge at the proposed crossing will help to sustain the functional benefits of this stream as a Decorah
Edge feature.

 

Steve Lawler
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Please feel free to call or email me direct if you have any questions or need additional information.  Thank you in advance
for taking the time to provide technical feedback to our engineering design. 

 

Geoffrey G Griffin, CEO

G-Cubed

 

(507) 867-1666 ext #102

(507) 867-1665 (fax)
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